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This month’s editor is Annie Clouston

This is your online newsletter. It is a forum for you to share and keep in touch with other
members, so please send in your stories, personal experiences, recipes, your subject articles
and research, or something entertaining to make us laugh. Please limit submissions to about
1 page or 350 words, and send them to the Forum Editor.
Next newsletter deadline for contributions: Friday 21 May
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Chairman’s Letter – April 2021
I expect this to be my last Chairman’s Letter. I have been in the role for rather longer than
expected, although I have realised the benefits of having more than the maximum of 12
months in the job as, after a year, I felt that I had barely got ‘my feet under the table’.
I have said that I am happy to remain on your committee and will continue to look after our
web site.
The committee are now beginning to talk about returning to physical general meetings later
this year. We understand that there will be varying degrees of enthusiasm for physical gettogethers and the committee will look at ways of continuing to involve those who need a little
longer before they are happy to re-emerge into the world.
The Groups continue to find ways of working in the changing circumstances with 14 now
active. We are here to support all Groups who want to look at ways in which they can start to
get back to normal.
Finally, my huge thanks to the committee who have worked hard and with good humour to get
us through these difficult times, keeping Teesdale u3a running, the members informed and
involved, and working back towards normality.
Report from March’s Monthly Meeting by Ian Reid
Have you ever moved house and found that previous occupants have left something of historic
interest behind and which became a life changing obsession? Well, this happened to Tony
Nicholson who was the March zoom speaker for Teesdale u3a. Tony bought a Georgian house
in Brotton near Saltburn in 1999 and unexpectedly found a treasure trove of old Victorian
photographs, letters and souvenirs when clearing out a hidden loft. He bagged them and three
months later when he was about to throw them away, he decided to take a closer look inside
the bags.
This led to the unfolding of a fascinating love story which has engaged Tony for many years.
Using a laundry invoice to an Annie Johnson and an invitation to a Moonlight Dance in the
gardens of the Vicarage in Gainford, he began to piece together a romantic story. Why had
these and many other items been kept? Presumably because they were meaningful memories
to possibly Miss Annie Johnson. Does Annie meet Charles Bowen (Gus), the son of the vicar,
at the Moonlight Dance? Did they marry? A later letter to Miss Johnson, now Mrs Bowen, from
a friend, refers to ‘...there are some women that would tempt the best men born with their
fascinating ways.... the vile drunken hag...’ So Annie did marry and perhaps things did not
turn out too well for her. Gus had been a porter and a seaman and spent a lot of time away
from home. Many other letters were discovered from Gus to Annie where Gus is promising his
love, asking her to forgive him and looking forward to better times. Often he is unable to see
her for not very convincing reasons. He has in effect abandoned her. He frequently asks for
money and uses bullying tactics to persuade her. There is even Gus’s mother’s letter in which
she advises Annie to ‘think of yourself.’
Tony has been in touch with many of Gus’s descendants who live all over the world. He was
given a photograph of Gus in a sailor’s uniform. It was clear from Tony’s correspondence with
Gus’s relatives that Gus had been involved in many scrapes during his life and there is a link
with Jack the Ripper which Tony did not elaborate upon.
Throughout all this time, Annie had kept Gus’s letters and other souvenirs, but there was no
photograph identifying her. Recently, however, an elderly man had called at Tony’s house
asking for a look around as he used to live in the house. He was able to show Tony a
photograph of Annie taken in the 1930s in Redcar High Street. Using this photograph Tony
re-examined the old photographic collection and is ‘convinced’ that he has now identified
Annie as a younger woman in her 20s.
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This was a gripping story told by an accomplished story teller which also shines a light on
Victorian attitudes of the time. It is in fact the first instalment from Tony’s book, The Love of
Dangerous Men, which is available from Amazon and there is a kindle edition. The vote of
thanks was given by Annie Clouston.
Next Monthly Meetings
Please contact the Business Secretary to book a place on the zoom general meetings.
Email bissec@teesdaleu3a.org.uk
22 April at 10.30am by Zoom Annual General Meeting (AGM).
Speaker: David Gluckman If you don't know what you can't do, you can do anything!
David Gluckman describes his experiences during a lifetime creating brands, many of them in
the drinks business. He tells the unlikely story of how and why brands happened. Discover
how Baileys Irish Cream emerged after a visit to a Soho supermarket on a chilly April morning;
how Blue Nun inspired the development of Le Piat d'Or, the UK's most successful French red
wine brand; the unlikely tale of Red Chardonnay; the origins of Princess Diana's favourite
drinks; the story of the little blue egg that stopped your milk tasting of kippers, and more.
David Gluckman was born in Port Elizabeth, South Africa. Educated in Johannesburg, he
joined a local advertising agency after university and soon fell in love with business. He worked
in London as an account executive on the introduction of Kerrygold butter into the UK. Always
a frustrated creative, he escaped into brand development in 1969, met a man from a drinks
company called IDV, and his life changed forever. His book about his life creating drinks
brands, That s*it Will Never Sell, is published by Prideaux Press. It can be previewed and
purchased via the website www.thatshitwillneversell.com and is also available on Amazon.
27 May by Zoom Dave Dean
24 June Anthony Atkinson Local History
Film Appreciation Group
Convenor: Judy Golds
First of all, I’d like to thank Sue Johnson for taking over the role of convenor whilst I recovered
from an operation.
Spring is just around the corner (I hope) and it is wonderful to have positive news about the
gradual lifting of restrictions. However, it would seem that it is still going to be some time
before we can meet indoors. It would be nice to think that we could plan to restart in
September?
To those people who have Netflix, I can thoroughly recommend The Dig starring Ralph
Fiennes and Carey Mulligan. The story follows the archaeology dig of the artefacts of Sutton
Hoo (Suffolk). If anyone has recently found a film that could be recommended, let me know
details and I will include it in a future report.
Judy Golds
Tel: 01833 630809
Email. judygolds@msn.com
Geography Group report for March 2021 compiled by Gerald Blake
A full version of this report can be found on the Group’s page on the website
Our Zoom meeting on 18 March was devoted to The Appreciation of Clouds, with four
members contributing to a highly enjoyable afternoon. Two dozen or so attended including
two visitors. Gerald Blake (Group Co-ordinator) would like to see more members at the Zoom
meetings particularly in view of the considerable effort which goes into organising sessions.
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Gerald Blake gave a wide ranging introduction to the subject of Clouds, generously illustrated
by lots of extraordinary images of clouds from all over the world, many of them by courtesy of
the Cloud Appreciation Society. We take clouds for granted, but we need to give them the
attention they deserve for their delight and fascination, and their critical role in sustaining life
on earth. Gerald spoke about their appeal to scientists and dreamers alike, giving some
arresting examples of both. Clouds have become baked into everyday language, they pervade
our literature and art, and in many parts of the world they are prominent in creation stories and
folklore. From the earliest satirical comedy, The Clouds in 423 BC by Aristophanes, to ‘the
cloud’ in twenty-first century computer jargon as shorthand for data storage, clouds are never
far from our imaginations and consciousness. Clouds can also affect our moods, as Joni
Mitchell sang in 1969:
“Bows and flows of angel hair, and ice cream castles in the air, and feather
canyons everywhere, I’ve looked at clouds that way…….but now they only
block the sun, they rain and snow on everyone, so many things I would
have done, but clouds got in my way”.

Mare’s tails.
“Mackerel skies and mare’s tails make
tall ships carry small sails” (Old
saying).

Mackerel sky

Pete Redgrave’s wonderful cloudscape
seen on a flight from Dallas to Roanoke,
Virginia.

A Seat with a View and a Time for Reflection was Peter Redgrave’s short talk about cloud
photography. Pete photographs beautiful and interesting things, and clouds frequently tick
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both boxes. A fine example was when he flew in a light aircraft from Dallas to Roanoke one
evening, having been diverted from Greensboro to avoid “unstable weather conditions.” While
the left side of the aircraft witnessed spectacular lightning storms, Pete enjoyed fabulous
clouds on the right side as the sun went down. We saw a number of his cloud photographs
from that flight which were not only magnificent, but showed many cloud types in text book
form. Pete also reminded us that Teesdale is also a great forum in which to appreciate the
clouds. Below is a photograph of Mamma clouds spotted by Pete over
Teesdale.

.
Phil Johnson gave a masterly introduction to Photographing Clouds illustrated by some of
his own images from Britain and overseas. Little advice is given in books on photographing
clouds, mainly because it is incorporated into landscape photography.
Phil gave us some encouraging thoughts on the subject. The best camera “is the one that is
ready to take the shot.” If it is wrapped up in a camera case, not fully functioning from the word
go, most of the time, you’ve missed it. Best time of the day is around dawn and an hour
thereafter, and from sunset until dusk. Catching storm clouds is more challenging, and
depends upon the light levels. In such conditions, the use of a tripod or even a monopod, if
out walking, will help.
Unlike film photography where filters and the like can assist in producing a good photograph,
digital cameras are designed generally not to need them, with the exception of a polarizer
filter, which can give a much better blue saturation. Most digital shots need some form of postshot manipulation, which Phil urged us not to be afraid of trying, although built-in camera
software such as ‘dynamic’ and ‘high dynamic range’ (HDR) will increase the tonal quality, and
save time sitting in front of the PC. “Get to know your manual settings, and give it a go!”
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Phil finally ran through the value of slow motion videos of clouds illustrated by four short clips
showing cumulus clouds over his house in Barnard Castle, the clouds both in the process of
growth and expansion, and evaporating to nothing. We were all left wishing we could see
more of such videos, which reveal the mesmerising behaviour of clouds.
Jane Harrison gave a fascinating presentation on Clouds in Art, focusing on paintings
between 1200 and1900. A huge amount of research went into this talk which was an eye
opener for most of us, and left us wishing for more on the subject.
Clouds appeared in Western European paintings in C14th, as secular art patronage increased
and landscapes made cameo appearances in the background of paintings and illuminated
manuscripts. By the Renaissance, advances in science, an increased interest in the natural
world, and a greater understanding of perspective led to the depiction of realistic landscapes
and skyscapes. The development of the medium, oil paint, gradually replaced matt surfaces
of egg tempera. By contrast, Chinese artists had produced detailed ink on silk cloud paintings
since the C10th.
Paintings of winter scenes were uncommon until the mid-16th century. In 1565, Pieter Bruegel
the Elder created a series of paintings showing the changing seasons, the most famous being
The Hunters in the Snow. His autumn and winter paintings are dominated by dark, threatening
skies and low-level clouds. Was that winter so extreme that Bruegel recorded its severity in
his paintings? Over the next hundred years, do the Dutch and British paintings of frozen
waterways point to increasingly cold winters?
A cooling period took place from medieval times until the 19th century, known as the ‘Little Ice
Age’. Global average temperatures may have fallen by less than 1°C compared to late
twentieth century levels, although more severe cold periods were experienced around 1650,
1770 and 1850. Causes for these fluctuations may be cyclical lows in solar radiation,
heightened volcanic activity, variations in the earth’s orbit and axial tilt, inherent variability in
global climate, and decreases in human population.
Meteorologist, Hans Neuberger, studied 12,000 paintings in European and American
museums, analysing cloud cover during three periods between 1400 and 1967. He concluded
that cloudiness increased and greater low-level and convective clouds were depicted in
paintings between 1550 and 1849. Cloud cover was greatest in paintings between 1600 and
1649, which coincides with a Little Ice Age cold period.
Landscape painting was not an important genre in Western European art, except for Dutch
school painters, and skies and clouds were often only incidental background. In 1750’s Britain,
Thomas Gainsborough changed this with his portraits and landscapes.
In C19th Turner and Constable put clouds centre stage and the latter studied the scientific
principles behind them. He drew on Luke Howard’s cloud classification which proposed the
terms ‘stratus,’ ‘cumulus’ and ‘cirrus.’ Notes on the reverse of some Constable cloud studies
give weather conditions, light direction and time of day.
Landscapes and skyscapes were popular throughout C19th. Portable oil paints and lighter
easels gave artists freedom to paint outdoors. Clouds were increasingly freer in Impressionist
paintings and beyond.
GEOLOGY GROUP
by Bob Tuddenham
Dates of future Meetings
Blue = ZOOM Afternoon Meeting
Green = ZOOM Morning Meeting or Field Trip
12/04
Rock & Fossil Identification (Members)
26/04
Geographic Information System Software (Les)
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10/05
24/05

The Yoredale Rocks of Lower Swaledale (Jane Harrison)
Lithium and Flow Batteries (Trevor and DVDs)

14/06
28/06

Glensanda (Aggregate) Quarry, Scotland (Mike Caldwell & Trevor)
Provisional title: Rare Earths (Les)

12/07
26/07

Calcareous Nanofossils (Trevor)
Field Trip – River Tees, Whorlton (Trevor)

??/08

Field Trip – Bowlees (Trevor)

August

Apart from the issue of the Newsletter and a possible field trip, there will
be no activity until the issue of the September Newsletter - Trevor’s
computer is going to be repaired / serviced.

13/09
27/09

TBA
Field Trip –? Hanging Shaw and the Whin Sill (Trevor)

11/10
25/10

TBA
Field Trip -? Vale of Eden (Noel)

08/11
22/11

TBA
TBA

13/12

TBA
Needlecraft – April 2021
Report by Glen Howard

After a whole year, it was wonderful to be able to meet up, in two separate groups, at different
times and venues to comply with current restrictions and catch up on personal news, etc. We
were very fortunate to be blessed with a sunny day without wind and it was lovely to be able
to sit outdoors and actually chat to other members of the group.
We are hoping that next month, once restrictions are further lifted, we might be able to meet
up indoors, probably again in separate groups so that numbers don’t exceed six, and actually
do some needlecraft. At the moment, we have yet to decide on a date and suitable venues.
Eventually, we hope to be able to return to our normal meeting time of the first Monday
afternoon each month so that we don’t clash with other groups.
Contact Glen: 01833 631639
Philosophy Group – March Meeting
Report by Clare Tuddenham
In March, the group had the second of two sessions studying and trying to make sense of the
work of the influential 18th century philosopher, Immanuel Kant. James began with a summary
of Kant’s work on pure reason, recapping what we had learned in the February meeting. Clare
followed with a presentation on practical reason, or moral philosophy. She began by describing
the “slippery” nature of the subject matter, a quality derived from concepts which are complex
in themselves, and then further overlain by the different ways Kant’s work has been interpreted
and presented.
Disclaimers completed, we proceeded to consider why Kant was dissatisfied with existing
ethical theories and was searching for a new theory: he believed that the grounds of morality
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were to be found in our ability to reason rather than on empirical values which are based on
sense and experience. We looked at Kant’s insistence that, for an action to have moral worth,
the motive must be duty, not self-interest, and not even compassion. He also believed that
what matters is the intent of an action rather than its consequences.
We explored the linked concepts of rationality, autonomy and dignity, which are common to
all humanity. This led on to Kant’s idea of the Categorical Imperative, this ‘no ifs, no buts,’
unconditional command which tells us what is morally right and what is not. To make more
sense of it, we looked at his two major formulations of it: first, that rules must be applicable to
everyone in all circumstances without contradiction; and second, that people must be treated
as ends and not means – Kant said that these two amounted to the same thing. We also
considered some of the difficulties of Kant’s ideas on morality, especially for example when it
comes to telling the truth in all circumstances.
The session concluded with an interesting discussion provoked by some deep questions: what
are morals designed to achieve? Should morals apply in the same way to governments as to
individuals? What was Kant’s greatest legacy?
Our next meeting will focus on the thinking of Aristotle and virtue theory. If you are interested,
please contact our convenor, Ruth Sansom, for details.
Science and Technology Group Report by Roy Tranter
Zoom Meeting 12 April 2021: Aspects of Recycling
Recycling of materials has generated a lot of attention over the last few years, particularly
where domestic plastic waste is concerned. This Zoom meeting aimed to look at some
aspects of recycling to show what can be done, and some of the technical aspects of the
processes. It was led by Roy Tranter with contributions from Karen Tranter and Rose Pude.
After a short introduction by Roy about the sources of waste, and the local rules for recycling
domestic waste, Karen talked about recycling in history. She started with the ancient Britons
and their propensity to reuse stone, particularly from Roman structures such as Hadrian's
Wall, through to the 17th and 18th centuries when much of Bernard's Castle was reused at
Raby and in many houses in Barnard Castle. In the 20th century, the reuse and recycling of
clothing was the subject of a Government campaign during WW2 - the Make Do and Mend
campaign. Clothes were routinely refashioned, cut down and repaired and, when this was no
longer possible, the fabric was reused in other household items. Apparently, ladies could
make luxurious underwear from parachute silk - if they could get hold of it!
Roy continued the clothing theme with descriptions of how the cotton, polyester, acrylic and
nylon components could be reclaimed. A key element of any domestic waste recycling is
sorting. In the context of clothes, one of many sorters was described; it could sort 900kg of
whole clothes per hour into 45 combinations of fibre type and colour. Clothes that cannot be
reused are broken down into their chemical components of cellulose (cotton and most plant
and animal clothing fibres are essentially cellulose) and the individual plastics. After
purification, these components are fed into the processes that make new fibres. It is not
practical to recover whole fibres as their quality is too poor to be reused.
The critical aspect of sorting is the rapid identification of the materials as they pass through
the process. A tremendous amount of research over the last few years has developed
cameras working in the Near Infrared (NIR) and Short Wave Infrared (SWIR) spectral regions
which can identify a material's composition and its location on a conveyor belt in
microseconds, and then actuate focused air blowers to send the item into its correct bin or
stream.
Rose Pude's contribution was more at home and described how she recycles much of her
garden and kitchen waste through composting. As well as using compost bins, Rose also
does in-situ composting by burying fresh or partly composted materials in the plant beds. If
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not too much is put in, it will decompose quite rapidly. Garden composting is different from
commercial composting in that it cannot reach temperatures high enough to kill weed seeds,
but as weeds are generally endemic in gardens, this is a small price to pay to reuse garden
and kitchen waste and have the benefits of vegetables, fruit and flowers.
In the final session, Roy looked at the recovery of plastics from domestic waste. There are
two main methods: recovery of the intact polymers for reuse, and chemical recovery which
breaks down the polymers into the constituent monomers, which are then reused to make new
polymers. Both methods rely on efficient sorting to remove metals, glass, paper and other
extraneous materials. Again, these sorters use cameras working in the NIR and SWIR regions
to get relatively clean plastics streams. These new cameras are also allowing the reuse of
black plastics, something that has been a major problem for recycling processes.
By far the largest recycling of intact polymers is of the plastic used for most drinks bottles and
food containers - polyethyleneterephthalate (PET), but polyethylene (PE) and polypropylene
(PP) can be recycled in this way. Contamination is the biggest problem with recycling intact
polymers, a problem that is largely removed by chemical recycling of the monomers. The
three main methods of chemical processing are: pyrolysis, where the plastic (mainly PE, PP
polystyrene) is heated in the absence of oxygen to produce the hydrocarbon monomers;
hydrolysis where plastics such as PET are heated in an aqueous solvent to produce
monomers - terephthalic acid and glycol from PET; enzymatic digestion where almost any
plastic can be digested by bacterial enzymes to produce monomers and other chemicals for
reuse. Enzymatic digestion is attracting a lot of research as it can be much more energy
efficient than the others, it can handle plastics that the others find difficult and it, potentially,
requires less pre-sorting.
The next meeting will be on Monday 10 May at 10.30am, again by Zoom. Peter Redgrave
will talk about Parkinson's disease.
Wildflower Group
Report for March 2021 by Rose Pude
During March, we would expect to see many early spring flowers appear. This year, the cold
weather delayed the flowers and it was only towards the end of the month members reported
seeing primroses, wood anemones and butterbur-flowers that we would normally see in early
March. I expect that during April, members will see many more wildflowers in the meadows
and woods.
I am resigning as convenor as I have put my house up for sale and hope to move close to
many family members who live near Worthing on the Sussex coast. Kate Keen has
volunteered to take over the role and I am confident that the group will continue to flourish and
develop under her leadership.
The Covid restrictions have eased and now 6 people can meet for a walk in the countryside.
Our first walk led by Kate Keen is starting from Egglestone Abbey on the 27th April looking at
the wildflowers in the meadow near the Abbey and in the wood on the other side of Abbey
Bridge. In May we have planned three more walks. On 10th May Celia Chapple is leading a
walk on the Demesnes, on 13th May Kate Keen is leading a walk at Bowlees quarry, and on
24th May Susan Barnes and Norma Atkinson are jointly leading a walk in Deepdale Nature
Reserve. We are hoping that by the middle of May, up to 30 people will be able to meet for a
walk so members can turn up without pre-booking.
As well as reports by members of wildflowers and birds they had seen, the Wildflower Group
Newsletter included some interesting articles on wildlife and other topics. Christine Broadbent
wrote about the pond in her garden in Cotherstone. This is a haven for wildlife including the
rare great crested newt as well as the more common palmate newt. Rose Pude wrote about
the reintroduction of pine martens to England. Their diet includes squirrels, but they find it
easier to catch grey squirrels that spend a lot more time on the ground than the smaller red
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squirrels. It is hoped that when the pine martens increase in numbers they will reduce the
number of grey squirrels thus enhancing the survival of our endangered red squirrels.
Rose also wrote about the jungle garden created by Dr Simon Olpin in the large back garden
of his Sheffield house over the last 33 years. By selecting species that grow in the mountains,
he has exotic tropical plants that can withstand our winters without protection.
For more information and lots of lovely photos, please read our March Newsletter on the
Wildflower Group page on the Teesdale U3A website.

Christine Broadbent’s pond in her garden in Cotherstone
Ragwort – an injurious weed
by Rose Pude based on an article in WFG Feb 2021 Newsletter
Ragwort (Senecio jacobaea) is one of the five injurious weeds that grow in Britain according
to DEFRA. The foliage contains pyrrolizidine alkaloids that are toxic to horses and can cause
fatal liver damage if the horses eat enough of them. The plant has an unpleasant bitter taste
so horses avoid eating it, unless there is nothing else available. The dried-out plant does not
taste bitter, so horses readily eat hay contaminated with ragwort. Cattle can also be poisoned
by ragwort.
One ragwort plant can produce thousands of seeds similar to dandelion seeds, that can be
blown long distances on the wind. These germinate most readily on bare or sparsely covered
ground including over-grazed pastures. Ragwort is usually controlled by herbicides such as
glyphosate, but some farmers pull out the plants by hand. Other species of ragwort found in
Britain are not regarded as dangerous to livestock and the DEFRA leaflet on injurious weeds
gives identification guidance for these species so that farmers do not mistake them for ragwort
and kill them unnecessarily.
Conservationists point out that the yellow ragwort flowers are a valuable source of pollen and
nectar for many insects including bees, hoverflies and butterflies. These insects play an
important role in pollinating fruit trees and many field crops including rape and beans. If
ragwort becomes scarce there could be too few insects to pollinate these important crops
effectively. Ragwort is the favourite plant for cinnabar moths to lay their eggs on. Their
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caterpillars absorb the poisonous alkaloids present in the ragwort leaves and become
poisonous to predators. The distinctive yellow and black colouration of the caterpillars warns
the predators to avoid eating them.
Fortunately, most landowners realise that whilst ragwort might need to be controlled, it is not
necessary to eradicate it even if it were possible when the plant is so widespread and prolific
at producing seeds.
Whilst looking at a video about the reintroduction of white storks to Knepp Estate, I noticed
pastures being grazed by cattle and ponies had extensive areas of ragwort. The ethos of the
Knepp rewilding project that has been running for about 20 years is to interfere with nature as
little as possible. It seems that the ragwort in the pastures does not harm their animals,
possibly because there is plenty of other vegetation to eat.
Spear Thistle by Celia Chapple
I was walking in late autumn across a sheep field
near Cotherstone and my foot came upon
something springy and spongy. I had trodden on
an attractive looking symmetrical rosette, clearly a
thistle though, with its vicious looking long, yellowtipped spines. My stepping on it had no effect on
its structure which suggests it survives well as a
young plant in grazed fields during autumn and
winter.
My best identification is Spear thistle (Cirsium
vulgare), short-stalked basal leaves, deeply
pinnatifid, wavy edged and toothed. As you can
see from the photographs, leaves are prickly-hairy
and cottony, deeply lobed, but not shiny like some
thistle leaves. Apparently, the seedling plants
quickly form rosettes which remain for at least one
year before producing flowering stems. I can go
back and check if this is so.
From July to October, they flower with pink-purple
flower heads in loose clusters forming the
stereotypical image of a thistle that we are used to
seeing on waste ground, grasslands, road sides
and open woodland. In fact, they are the
commonest thistle all over the UK.
Spear thistle is one of five weeds classified as injurious under the Weeds Act 1959, the others
being creeping thistle, broad-leaved dock, curled dock and common ragwort. John Clare, son
of a farm labourer, obviously knew how unwelcome the spear thistle is on grazing land. He
called them ‘armed warriors’ but ‘not undevoid of beauty.’ In his poem, Spear Thistle, he says:
The sheep when hunger presses sore
May nip the clover round its nest;
But soon the thistle wounding sore
Relieves it from each brushing guest,
That leaves a bit of wool behind,
The yellowhammer loves to find.
In pastures and meadows, these thistles cause ulceration of sheep’s mouths and the spread
of the disease, orf, resulting in discomfort for the animal and a reduction in the quality of hay
and silage. Orf, also known as thistle disease or scabby mouth, is caused by a parapox virus
and is generally unsuccessfully treated in sheep and goats. To remove the thistles from
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pasture, you can either dig up the tap roots, cut the pasture before seeds set, or use
herbicides.
The Larch in Spring by Celia Chapple

Larch tree in bud, Romaldkirk to Mickleton rail path

To follow up on my article
about the golden needles of
the larch tree in the February
Forum, larches are looking
different now. Larch trees are
monoecious trees so have
male and female flowers. The
male flower, a cluster of
orange-yellow anthers bearing
pollen, grows on the underside
of the branch whilst the red
female flower, often referred to
as the ‘larch rose’, points
upwards amongst the new
green leaf shoots. After
pollination by wind, the female
flower will turn into a brown
cone with seeds (see last
year’s cones on the left).

Travelogues
Travels and Travails in Eastern Europe No 10 by David Yeadon
Early in 1986, a lady from the London
office of Balkan Bulgarian Airlines had
contacted us to see what we could offer
in the way of repainting their aeroplanes
in the country's capital, Sofia. At that time,
Balkan were operating Tupolev and
Ilyshin aircraft (affectionately known as
'The Skodas of the Sky') and were
sending their Russian 'planes back to the
manufacturers in Russia for repainting.
The 'planes were coming back looking
just as shabby as they left Bulgaria,
although the cost per plane was a very
modest £1500.
To cut a long story short, we teamed up
with an Irish painting company called
Expressair Painting Systems (EPS) in
Teesside, run by two very hard-working Irish guys, and the paint to be used would be
manufactured at our plant in Shildon.
David on Mostar Bridge 1983

The first few planes were done, and no surprise to us, the airline was absolutely delighted with
the results – sparkling, shiny white, and a finish we knew would last for many years. The cost
per plane was a bit more that the Russian £1500, as it came out at about £30,000 each, but
the airline was more than happy. As an aside, later on in the contract, when Balkan was a bit
short of money (perhaps this was after the fall of the USSR), EPS made a deal with Balkan to
fly a plane to Dublin to ferry Irish football supporters for a match in Sofia, and return. EPS sold
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every seat on the plane, including the co-pilot's jump-seat, and actually made a profit on the
arrangement, so everyone was happy! You'll see that these two Irish guys – Darrah and Harry
– were real operators!
Such was the success of the work done in Sofia, that other airlines in the area – Tarom
(Romania), Malev (Hungary), CSA (Czech Republic), and later 'Aeroflot' (USSR as was) all
got themselves down to Sofia to have a look at what was going on.
I'm lined up to go to Poland, then on to Hungary with Darrah and Harry to get Malev's contract,
finally to Romania and Bulgaria. It's April 1986, and the Chernobyl reactor has just blown its
top. Our company Chairman, decent, considerate and thoughtful man (a rare beast!) comes
down to my office showing concern, and we discuss the dangers of going to Poland because
of the radiation fallout. We end up deciding that Poland is out, but the rest are OK. Were they?
I don't know.
So it's off to Budapest in Hungary, meeting the Irish guys at Heathrow. I've already said that
they are hard-working, but they are also hard drinking, and by the time I get to bed after
spending the late afternoon and evening with them, I'm not in good shape. A mix of beer, red
wine and steak tartare is not a good cocktail, and come morning, I'm feeling quite ILL. Really,
VERY ILL. I go along with my Irish pals to Malev Hungarian Airlines Head Office, and the
meeting is the usual 20 or so people, with many female engineers, where they discuss the
merits of the Irish painting company, our paint and that made by our main competitor, Akzo
Nobel. I say, 'they discuss', because I'm literally propped up between my Irish pals, contributing
nothing to the proceedings. The Malev people leave the room to discuss what course of action
they will take, and after a short while return to announce that they will use the Irish painting
company and OUR product. I phone Head Office in Shildon to tell them that we have the
contract, to be greeted with a “Well done, David. Congratulations!”
My Irish pals tell me some years later that they often laughed about my predicament! More
later about working with Aeroflot, the Russian state airline, and others.
VSO in Mubi North East State Nigeria 1973-1974
The story of Mubi Mike by Annie Clouston
Mubi Mike was a bit of a misfit. Nobody, least of all himself, could figure out how he ended up
in NE State Nigeria with the expectation that he would teach Math (as he called it) to secondary
school pupils. He was a good time boy: straight out of the Wild West, his theme tune would
be Cigareets and Whuskey and Wild Wild Women. He loved Mubi’s’s bars, the beer, the
thumping rhythms that throbbed through their flimsy timbers, and the notoriety he enjoyed with
the Nigerian men who frequented the establishments where he dispersed a good deal of cash.
One evening while characteristically plastered, he was returning to his home on Low Cost on
his Honda and unfortunately had a collision with a tired old donkey that lacked the nimbleness
to get out of his way. The creature was felled, and astonishingly - is there no justice? Mike
was remarkably unscathed, though his bike had suffered more than he, but not as much as
the donkey. A hostile crowd surrounded the hitherto popular buffoon and demanded
compensation for the donkey’s owner, a subsistence farmer whose livelihood had suddenly
become severely compromised. Mike coughed up what little cash he had after his night out
and promised to meet the departed donkey’s owner the following day to complete reparations.
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When he reappeared in school
after this meeting he was a very
sorry but, to the unsympathetic, a
comical sight. Whether it had been
demanded of him or not we
weren’t sure, but he had shaved
his head as a gesture of penance,
and then been unwise enough to
ride his bike in the heat of the day
without a helmet. His head
resembled a pulsating purple
party balloon and was obviously
very
painful.
A normal human might have
learned from this, but what Mike
chose to take from the experience
is that old adage, ‘when you fall off
a horse the best thing you can do
is get right back on it again.’

A view of part of Mubi, showing traditional dakis (dwellings) and the foothills of the Cameroon
Highlands, an area of spectacular volcanic plugs.

Court Hearings from David Yeadon
These are things people actually said in US courts, taken down and published by court
reporters – who suffered the torment of trying to keep straight faces whilst these exchanges
took place.
Q. Are you sexually active?
A. No, I just lie there.
Q. What is your date of birth?
A. July fifteenth
Q. What year?
A. Every year.
Q. What gear were you in at the moment of impact?
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A. Gucci sweats and Reeboks.
Q. This Myasthemia Gravis, does it affect your memory at all?
A. Yes.
Q. And in what ways does it affect your memory?
A. I forget.
Q. You forget. Can you give us an example of something you've forgotten?
Q. How old is your son, the one living with you?
A. Thirty-eight or thirty-five, I can't remember which.
Q. How long has he lived with you?
A. Forty-five years.
Q. What was the first thing your husband said to you when he woke up that morning?
A. He said, 'Where am I, Cathy?'
Q. And why did that upset you?
A. My name is Susan.
Q. Doctor, how can you be absolutely sure the patient was dead when you began the post
mortem?
A. Well, he was most certainly dead when I had finished the post mortem.
Q. Do you know if your daughter has ever been involved in voodoo or the occult?
A. We both do.
Q. Voodoo?
A. We do.
Q. You do?
A. Yes, voodoo.
Q. Now doctor, isn't it true that when a person dies in his sleep, he doesn't know anything
about it until the next morning?
Q. The youngest son, the twenty-eight year old, how old is he?
A. Please, Your Honour, may I have a new defense lawyer?
Q. Were you present when your picture was taken?
Q. So the date of conception (of the baby) was August 8th?
A. Yes.
Q. And what were you doing at that time?
Q. She had three children, right?
A. Yes
Q. How many were boys?
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A. None.
Q. Were there any girls?
Wonderful, eh? Taken from a Prison Service magazine. A good sense of humour is
absolutely essential in that business!
David Yeadon – Did a 16-year sentence at Deerbolt YOI!
The Chicken and the Frog
A chicken walks into a library and up to the desk. “Buk”, says the chicken, so the librarian
gives him a book. The chicken leaves with the book and returns five minutes later. “Buk” he
says, so the librarian gives him another book. This goes on eight more times, until finally the
librarian leaves and goes outside for a break in the back where there’s a pond. The chicken
is standing on the edge of the pond and tossing books to a frog on a lily pad. The chicken
says “Buk, Buk” and the frog says “reddit, reddit.”
Thanks to Karen Tranter
March April Quiz Answers
1. Abyssinia
2. French Sudan
3. Gold Coast
4. Biafra
5. New Hebrides
6. Terra de Santa Cruz
7. Nyasaland
8. Zanzibar
9. Persia
10. Formosa
11. Northern Rhodesia
12. Friendly islands
13. Ceylon
14. Siam
15. Ottoman Empire
16. Basutoland
17. British Honduras
18. Burma
19. Cathay
20. Southern Rhodesia

Ethiopia
Mali
Ghana
Nigeria
Vanuatu
Brazil
Malawi
Tanzania
Iran
Taiwan
Zambia
Tonga
Sri Lanka
Thailand
Turkey
Lesotho
Belize
Myanmar
China
Zimbabwe
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The mystery building in last month’s photo
was part of the Auction Mart in Vere Road,
Barnard Castle. This photo is taken from
a different angle and shows that the stone
and brick walls, seen in the previous
photo, enclose a hexagonal wooden
structure (or part of one), seen on the left
above the orange gate. Is this part of the
original mart? In spite of numerous online
searches, I haven’t found the answer but
similar wooden constructions existed in
the late 1800s, early 1900s. Does anyone
know the answer?
April May Quiz
A Bookworm’s Box of Delights
1. Who created the fictional priest-detective, Father Brown?
2. Which fictional school was created by the cartoonist, Ronald Searle?
3. Which author created some lethal plants called triffids?
4. What is young Tom’s job in Charles Kingsley’s The Water Babies?
5. Which author had the middle names Ronald Reuel?
6. What is the connection between Rupert Brooke and Jeffrey Archer?
7. By what name is Sir Percy Blakeney known?
8. What type of book is the OED?
9. Who wrote the 1877 novel Black Beauty?
10. If you were reading a book published by Fodor, what would the subject be?
11. Name the young hero of Treasure Island.
12. Crockfords is a reference book relating to which group of people?
13. Under what name is the author, Samuel Langhorne Clemens, better known?
14. What was the name of Charles Dickens last book which was left unfinished?
15. What is the second book of the Old Testament called?
16. Which famous writer said, 'A woman is only a woman, but a good cigar is a smoke'?
17. In which of Shakespeare’s plays does the jester, Feste, appear?
18. What type of books does Patricia Highsmith write?
19. In which county were Jane Austin & Charles Dickens born?
20. In Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales, how many tales are told? (3, 13, 24, or 52)

Where in Barnard Castle is this beautiful lantern?
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POETRY FOR THE SEASON
I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud
by William Wordsworth
I wandered lonely as a cloud
That floats on high o’er vales and hills,
When all at once I saw a crowd,
A host, of golden daffodils;
Beside the lake, beneath the trees,
Fluttering and dancing in the breeze.
Continuous as the stars that shine
And twinkle on the milky way,
They stretched in never-ending line
Along the margin of a bay:
Ten thousand saw I at a glance,
Tossing their heads in sprightly dance.
The waves beside them danced; but they
Out-did the sparkling waves in glee:
A poet could not but be gay,
In such a jocund company:
I gazed—and gazed—but little thought
What wealth the show to me had brought:
For oft, when on my couch I lie
In vacant or in pensive mood,
They flash upon that inward eye
Which is the bliss of solitude;
And then my heart with pleasure fills,
And dances with the daffodils.
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Shakespeare’s Sonnet 98:
From you have I been absent in the spring
From you have I been absent in the spring,
When proud-pied April, dressed in all his trim,
Hath put a spirit of youth in everything,
That heavy Saturn laughed and leaped with him.
Yet nor the lays of birds, nor the sweet smell
Of different flowers in odour and in hue,
Could make me any summer’s story tell,
Or from their proud lap pluck them where they grew:
Nor did I wonder at the lily’s white,
Nor praise the deep vermilion in the rose;
They were but sweet, but figures of delight
Drawn after you, – you pattern of all those.
Yet seem’d it winter still, and, you away,
As with your shadow I with these did play.
May
by Sara Teasdale
The wind is tossing the lilacs,
The new leaves laugh in the sun,
And the petals fall on the orchard wall,
But for me the spring has begun.
Beneath the apple blossoms
I go a wintry way.
For love that smiled in April
Is false

Foraging Season
These two recipes were featured last year, but in case you are feeling more
adventurous this year than last, here they are again:

Wild Garlic Pesto
Ingredients
150g wild garlic leaves
50g parmesan
1 garlic clove (this can be omitted if a more subtle flavour is required)
50g walnuts lightly toasted
½ lemon zest and juice
150g rapeseed or light olive oil
1) Rinse and roughly chop the wild garlic leaves.
2) Blitz the wild garlic leaves, parmesan, garlic, lemon zest and walnuts to a rough
paste in a food processor. Season, and with the motor running slowly, add almost all
the oil. Taste, season and add a few squeezes of lemon juice.
3) Transfer the pesto to a clean jar and top with the remaining oil. It keeps in the
fridge for two weeks or so.
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Serve with pasta or spread on a cheese toastie instead of butter.
Use breath freshener!

Elderflower Cordial (flowers in bud but not ready yet)
Ingredients
2.5kg white sugar (granulated or caster)
2 unwaxed lemons
20 fresh elderflower heads
5g citric acid (see note below)
1) Put the sugar and 1.5 litres/2¾ pints water into the largest saucepan you have.
Gently heat, without boiling, until the sugar has dissolved. Give it a stir every
now and again. Pare the zest from the lemons using a potato peeler, then slice
the lemons into rounds.
2) Once the sugar has dissolved, bring the pan of syrup to the boil, then turn off the
heat. Fill a washing up bowl with cold water. Give the flowers a gentle swish
around to loosen any dirt or bugs. Lift flowers out, gently shake and transfer to
the syrup along with the lemons, zest and citric acid, then stir well. Cover the
pan and leave to infuse for 24 hrs.
3) Line a colander with a clean tea towel or jeye-cloth, then sit it over a large bowl
or pan. Ladle in the syrup – let it drip slowly through. Discard the bits left in the
towel. Use a funnel and a ladle to fill sterilised bottles (run glass bottles through
the dishwasher, or wash well with soapy water. Rinse, then leave to dry in a low
oven). The cordial is ready to drink straight away and will keep in the fridge for
up to 6 weeks, or freeze it in plastic containers or ice cube trays and defrost as
needed.
Note: Citric acid is in short supply in Barney, and there is word that it is used to cut Class A
drugs. I (Annie) happen to have a stash, so if you want some please give me a knock. However,
if you are subjected to Stop and Search and are found in possession of a small plastic bag of
white powder, remember, no-one likes a snitch.

Great walks where you can find the ingredients:
1) Green Bridge (footbridge) over the Tees along the south bank to Egglestone Abbey
and back along the north bank
2) The Teesdale Way from The Hagg, Cotherstone, along the south bank to Eggleston
Bridge and back along the north bank
3) Cotherstone circular, starting from the first green you get to from Barney, to Quaker
Meeting House, down to the river and following the footpath to the Hagg and back to
the green.
And something else that might tickle the taste buds:

Aubergine Parmigiana (aubergines currently on special offer in
Morrisons)
To feed a crowd:
Ingredients
2 tbsp olive oil
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3 cloves of garlic
Fresh thyme
Small bunch of basil
2 cans of chopped tomatoes
1 carton of passata
3 tbsps of red wine vinegar
3 tbsp demerara sugar
6 aubergines, sliced thinly lengthwise
2 balls of mozzarella (net weight 250g)
100g of grated parmesan
85g breadcrumbs
50g pine nuts (optional)
1) Heat the oven to 180 fan, gas mark 6. Oil large oven trays and lay the slices of aubergine
on them in a single layer. Brush with oil and bake until soft and slightly browned (about 20
minutes).
2) Heat the oil in a large frying pan, add the garlic, thyme and basil, and cook gently for a
few mins. Tip in the tomatoes, vinegar and sugar, and gently simmer for 20-25 mins until
thickened a little.
3) In a large baking dish, spread a little of the tomato sauce over the base. Mix 25g of the
Parmesan with the breadcrumbs and pine nuts, and set aside. Top the sauce with a layer or
two of aubergine slices, then season well. Add a layer of torn mozzarella. Spoon over a bit
more sauce, then scatter over more mozzarella, Parmesan and basil leaves. Repeat,
layering up – and finish with the last of the tomato sauce. Scatter over the cheesy
breadcrumbs and chill for up to 24 hrs, or bake straight away.
4) Heat oven to 200C/180C fan/gas 6. Bake for 30-40 mins until the top is crisp and golden,
and the tomato sauce bubbling. Rest for 10 mins, then scatter with basil leaves and serve
with salad and focaccia or lightly toasted sourdough.

And now for something silly…
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Thanks to Lusia and John for their services to silliness.
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